Use of partial least squares regression to predict single nucleotide polymorphism marker genotypes when some animals are genotyped with a low-density panel.
High-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) platforms are currently used in genomic selection (GS) programs to enhance the selection response. However, the genotyping of a large number of animals with high-throughput platforms is rather expensive and may represent a constraint for a large-scale implementation of GS. The use of low-density marker (LDM) platforms could overcome this problem, but different SNP chips may be required for each trait and/or breed. In this study, a strategy of imputation independent from trait and breed is proposed. A simulated population of 5865 individuals with a genome of 6000 SNP equally distributed on six chromosomes was considered. First, reference and prediction populations were generated by mimicking high- and low-density SNP platforms, respectively. Then, the partial least squares regression (PLSR) technique was applied to reconstruct the missing SNP in the low-density chip. The proportion of SNP correctly reconstructed by the PLSR method ranged from 0.78 to 0.97 when 90% and 50%, respectively, of genotypes were predicted. Moreover, data sets consisting of a mixture of actual and PLSR-predicted SNP or only actual SNP were used to predict genomic breeding values (GEBVs). Correlations between GEBV and true breeding values varied from 0.74 to 0.76, respectively. The results of the study indicate that the PLSR technique can be considered a reliable computational strategy for predicting SNP genotypes in an LDM platform with reasonable accuracy.